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VOLTA AND GALVANI: NEW ELECTRICITY FROM OLD ,

I. Alessandro Volta (1745-1827)

Pavia or Como in the late eighteenth century was hardly the
place one would expect to be the scene of activity which would
profoundly transform the.science of electricity, and indirectly
all science. kcentury or two earlier Northern Italy had been the
home and the vanguard of the new natural,philosophy, but since the
time of Galileo science had languished, and spread and flourished
elsewhere. But if science there was not exactly in full flower,
the tradition of scholarship and learning was not dead; and so in
1770, far from the grand centers of science in London, where Henry
Cavendish was attempting his profound analysis of electricity, and
Paris where Coulomb was preparing for his entry into the academic
enterprise, the young Alessandro Volta, at secluded Como in.northern
Lombardy (now a provinte of the Austrian dominions), began his
modest studies of "The attractive force of the electrlc fire ,

and related phenumena". He would continue here, and at the nearby
ancient university of Pavia (the old capital of the province, the
former Roman Ticinum ), for thirty years to explore and experi-
ment with electricity in its mumerous guises and manifestations.
The climax of his work, his crowning achievement, would be his dis-
covery of what he claimed to be a new sort or source of electricity;
and in 1800, his announcement of a spectacularly simple and power-
ful means of generating it - the electric "Pile".

If Volta worked essentially independently and alone - no
datly concourse with academicians or scientific gatherings at the
Academy - he was.certainly not isolated. Very early in his career
he started a correspondence with fellow-scientists,near and far,
whouhe thought to be interested in his work,to whom he could pre-
sent - and plead thecause for - his ideas, and from whom he might
receive valuable criticism, comment and help. He could find respec-
ted and responsive scientists with whom to share his ideas in his
own and neighboring universities; the distinguished naturalist, the
Abate Giovanni Battista Beccaria, professor at Turin: professor
of chemistry Fabbroni at Florence; and later, of course, Luigi
Calvani, professor of anatomy at the famous school of medicine at
Bologna, whose discoverieswere to have such a profound effect on
Volta's own work. At first, it is mostly his Italian colleagues,
but steadily the circle of his correspondents is enlarged, and



eventually includes many of the leading investiga,tors of electricity
in Europe. After.some years of labour, when his accomplishments
have begun to establish for him a reputation in his field, he em-
barks on a grand tour of the major scianticic centers and becomes
personally acquainted with many of the scientific elebrities of

- his day. By the time his career reaches its, peak, he is well-
travelled, well-known and highly esteemed in the European commu-
nity of scientists.

It is mainly through his letters to his numerous correspon-
dents (the essential content of these was often published either
by Volta himself or the recipient) that we can trace the progress
of his scientific work, and many of the influences .that shaped it.
The accounts of his work which Volta here presents, often quite
detailed, Are far from the carefully constructed, nicely arranged
II memoir" composed after the conclusion of an investigation. The
writing is personal, often passionate: hopes, doubts, suspicions,
uncertainties and even bewilderment are revealed alongside proud
disclosures of new discoveries and fervent advocacy of some new
conviction. Correspondence seems to provide Volta with a substi-
tute for the day-to-day converse and argument, for which he lacked
opportunity: and in his letters we find a record of what would
normally go unrecorded, We see how much he/learned from the re-
ports and writings of his predecessbrp, and how much he hoped to
learn from the comments 'of contemporaries. And what we see above
all is that it was experiment - f9remost his own experiments -
that were Volta's chief teacher, his most demahding critic and his

\most rewarding guide. Experiment is his true source of knowledge;,and
the art of the experimenter is to give nature an opportunity to
talk, and then transmit, pexhaps interpret, what.she says.

Alessandro Volta was born in Como in 1745, to a distinguish-
ed,patrickan, though not grand, family. After a rather slow start,
he seemed to have been successful in his studies of physics and
mathematics at the local tate high school, and at the age of 29
he was appointed professor of physics there. After three years of
teaching and research in 1777, he travelled to Switv.erland, where
be befriended the natural philosopher H. B. de Saussure, in Geneva,
and met Voltaire, who made a great impression on the young Volta.
He returned to Italy in 1779, was appointed prolessor of physics
in the University of Pavia', and resumed the electrical researches
which were to be his primary concern for more than twenty years.

*
Como is some 30 miles north, and Pavia 20 miles south of Milan.
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Volta started out,,,like his contemporaries,*with the
6 II received" knowledge of his day, which'for electricity meant both

aitificial electricity - phenomena associated with rubbing of
glass or resin with silk and fur, and the more elaborate machines
for doing this vigorously; and natural electricity as it occtired gen-

erally in the atmosphdre and was displayed most spectacularly in
lightning discharges. Experimentally, the subject was very much
as Benjamin Franklin had left it (around 1750); and Franklin's
own ideas, and even his vocabulary were prominent and widely ac-
cepted. Volta was fully familiar with them. But Franklin's scheme -
though it replaced much confusion by order - was only a beginning,

far too ltmited a basis on which to achieve, what was so common an
aim in all branches of natural philosophy: integration within the

framework of tle powerful Newtonian philosophy. There was some
order in F1'anklin's electricity but it was an order to Itself.
Aepinus, in 1759, had made some first steps toanew scheme which
gave electricity a broader and more defini ive interpretive basis;
but it was onliy a scheme, without suffiotht developmept to give it

detailed' interpretive power. Volta was familiar with this work
also: and his first publication, a sort of doctoral thesis (1769)

in Latin, is an attempt at progress along these lines. But as

Henry Cavendish's eitraordinary effort (in 1771) showed, not only
did progress here demand great powers of abstraction and form41

analysis (for which Volta displayed neither taste nor aptttude);

it meant also choosing, and restricting the "theorising" to the

"cleaner" manifestations of electricity, it meant dealing with

electricity as an entity whose existence was taken for granted, and
eschewing the details and complexities of how it was generated (or

separated). To a degree it meant choosing the phenomena studied

to suit the capa6iltties of the theorY.

(
Possibly, at this stage, Volta is naively innocent of the

limitations of any such theories,,of the immense chasm that still

lay between basic, elementary Newtonian.-like prinAples and all

the practical, variegated and arcane particulars of electrical

pheromena. In any event the real electricity, comes at its will -

clean or dirty - without any re,spect for what will submit to 9r
defy theory; and Volta, in his early experiments and observations,

already becomes involved with such real electricity, the hidden

detaas of the electrification process. He is curious to know just
what-happens when the silk rubs glass, and why this or that material

is particularly effectiv9.. He must soon learn how much there is



to learn, how unlikely it is that theory Will take him - in a

single leap - all the way to practical reality. A year or two
after his firsE paper, he wrttes a supplement to it - again in
Latin, but there are already indicationsof the path he is to take.

AnalYsis and argument yield to experimental probimg: there is
much to be lehrned expetimentally befbre all can be explained.
But experimental observation alone, empiricism without argument, the

plain probing of facts, is no more to Volta's taste than abstract
theorising. If he has, unwittingly or not, become engrossed in
phenemena beyond the reach .of the accepted formal theory of his .

time, and which he himself certainly cannot ,complete, then

he must resort to theorising of another sort:.not the grand style

of the overall mathematical philosophy, but theorising step-by-step,
guided, ,indeed inspired by, experiment, borroWing where necessary
from the vocabulary of established theory, but not hesitating

when occasion demands or suggests, to introduce his own con-

cepts, to invent his own vocabulary. This is the path he takes.
There are no more Latin dissertations:,the vernacular,Italian -

or occasiondly French - is.more suited otp this, his "experimental

philosophy:'

oilta's detailed probing of the electrification process in
due courie bears fruit, and characteristically; his first notable

success - in 1775-is the discovery - perhaps invention would be a
better word - of a novel method of generating electricity. It is ,

to Volta; a sort of Iperpetuum-mobile of electricity, fot/in con-
trast to the conventional generation of electricity bY continuous
rubbing and removal (if a continuous supply of electricity is re-

quired), here, there.is only a _sinale rubbing of a resinous slab.

\Once this is electrified, a metal plate, fitted with an insulating
(glass) handle, is brought-close to the eleo-rified slab, womeil-

tarily touched by the finger, and this then removed from the slab,

the metal plate shows lively signs of electrification (sparks,

shocks,' etc.). The plate can be discharged, and then the process
of its electrification repeated, once, twice, hundreds of times
without any need to rub the slab again or to refurbish its elec-

tricity in any way. (The electricity on the plate does not come
from the slab, but, in todays terminology, is induced by it. The

"in94chaustible" store is in Mother Earth, and it reaches the plate

via/the momentary contact of the finger.) This instrument, known

as thee"electrophorus", is still found in the text books o today

and used for instructive electrical demonstrati,ons. The explanation

of its working, in principle, is dismissed in a few lines using

-5-
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current, elementary, formal Concepts. Today's student of elec-

tridity,,meeting the electrophorus for the first time, might

find it clever (for lT),-perhaps intrigui9g,'but hardly
sensational.

But Volta's elation with his discOvery. is 'unbounded; al-

though he communicates his excitementand his findings to Joseph

Priestly in England:

k

_"I do not know how to tc:1-r) talking about the artifice

of reawakening the weak electricity...although such a

finding. is. .none other than a consequence of theory, r,tt

seems miraculous beyond Treans to i/lloever is not acquaiTt-

ed with such things."

But theory, explanation and miracle have their own meaning

to Volta. Theory - Votta's or any other - did.not suggest the'in-

vention - whatever role may have.played afterwards. Nor did

explanation of the "principle" explain away the whole miracle.

There was more to the electrophorus4than "principle"; it was to

Volla, and still is, a remarkably ppictical devi,:d with surprising
11asecondary" features. For example,...with the plate in position,

fovering the slab, it can retain itsepotenay for weeks, even months.

Then therP is the spectacular liveliness of the electricity when

the plate is removed contrasted with its docility when in placq.

With ihe developed concepts and vocabulary of electricity ,today

(or 100 years ago) it is 4n easy matter-to distinguish tha princi-

ple - which is then easily explained -.and the secondary features

which,if not yielding to simple explanation, can be dismissed.'' But'.

in Volta's time electrical principles and theory and certainly

Volta's own 7 were far from the stage where sucb a neat division

between explicable principle and complicated (inexplicable?) par-

ticUlars could,be clearly and reliably made. Knowing what is know-

able represents a far more couiplete stage of understanding than the

electrical probings of Volta represent. And in any case would

Volta have been satisfied by an ex..planation "in principle"? It

was not as a tovncr an eAementary demonstration that he regarded

his invention; bnt rather as a new,practical,remarkably useful

instrument of research. Tt performed in practice as well as in

principle. So whether by necessity or by desire, Volta, fortunately,

could not stop short (it the boundary between the clearly intelli-

gible and the pu-...:21.ing and uncertain, between what could be explained



It

on established"prinCiples and what might need inquiry. I vitably 4

he would trespass beyond this vague, unrecognised boundary irre-

sistably he would be drawn into territory that was not well 8Xartered

by any knOwn principle.

And there was Volta the shnwman (which electriciansweren't?),
who wanted,.with due modesty, to present his discovery as new, and .

a little mysterious:

"And so perhaps I venture to justify the addition of a

new term; not without hesitation, since the matter is

not treated scrupulously, with full rigour, do I feel

that I can give this new.effect [fatto] in electricity

a sort of nickname - limitless induced electricity
lelettricita vindice indeficientil And if it does

not displease you, I venture to christen my little
apparatus, and call it the "Electroforo Peroetuo"."

It is not just a nickname - limitless electricity. Perpetual mo-

tion of electricity - the idea, or ideal, perhaps the dream, seems

to have entered Volta's-mind. It will recur later, and .stay with

him to the end of his life.

The electrophorus is Volta's fir;t major success; in a few

years it is followed by another and the pattern is remarkably

similar. He continues his probings, now of how electricity is lost

as well as it is acquired. He experiments with an endless variety

of materials of all shapes and s17es, suspende&by silk cords and

resting on the table-top, in dry atmospheres and moist; there is
plentv'to be examined - and oo shortage of pu771es. What theory,

for example, can tell him why a flat conductpr retains some electri-

city longer when resting on a partly dried father than on a well-

dried taMe made of marble of Carrera? "A paradox!...seemingly
unbelievable...quite marvelous...enough to pique the curiousity!"

he exclaims. And to pique meanS to arouse, and to arouse the cur-

iosity means to engage all his energies. For many months - perhaps

for most of a couple of years - he becomes engrossed with this

paradox and all its circumstantial phenomena. What makes some

materials conduct electricity and others not? Is there a sharp

division between the two classes? No, he decides - it is only a

matter of degree: there is a whole continuous range from good conduc-

tors ("deferenti" or "conduttori") , poor or "semi-conductors", then

poor insulators (his marble is such) , and finally non-cormluctors

("coibenti" or "isolati"). His experimental lat5rs have again



yielded him a crop of new words. And once again the climax of
this work is a new concept and a new instrument: his condensing
electroscope, or "apparrechio ingranditore a.sort of micro-
scope of electricity.

Again explanation in zrinciale once arrivedat is quite
clear, and Volta presents it in his own words. But there are
also Many variations and complication in practice- as Volta has
shown, literally, with his own hands. These must be fully account-
ed for. Volta's struggle with his "paradox" Fibs taught and im-
pressed upon him, the lesson that What makes electricity percept-
able, what makes shocks or sparks or moves electroscopes . is

not simply the quantity of electricity but also its tension eor

voltage, as we would say!); just as what might pain one's toe is
not simply the weight of material thatfalls upon it, but also the
height from which itfalls. Now Volta had also learned from his

,

innumerable materials and surfaces that electrification is by no
means an uncommon process, especially when large surface areas of'
different materials rub or make contact with each other. Often,
however, the electricity goes unnoticed, not because there istoo
little of it, but because the tension is too small. What is requir-
ed to make this "weak" electricity "sensible" is some means of
magnifying its tension, "condensing" electricity as he calls it,
somewhat ambiguously. 'To achieve this end, the weakly electrified
body is brought into (electrical) contact with another, a test
conductor, one not completely isolated, but instead lying
cic,se to addther large grounded conductor yet insulated from it by
a layer o "cohibent" material. The pair form a condenser (we
still use Volta's term!) whose capacity, if sufficient, will ensure
that the tension of the test conductor remains small, and a si,e-
ihle quantity of electricity will flow on it. But then if the
test conductor is lifted from its partner (without discharging it,
of course), the capacity will decrease sharply, and the tension
will rise proportionately - sufficiently to render the electricity
vow sensible. If the pair of conductors forming the condenser is
coril,i:ied with a simple electroscope, the combination becomes Volta's

condensing electroscope". But there are many variLtions on this
theme, and many problems in the correct choice of the "cohihent"
material and its proper use. A favorite form of the "apparechio"
is Volta's own gloved hand. The hand provides the large "grounded"
conductor, and the material of old oil paintings, it turns out,
serves well as the thin layer of insulating "cohibent":

Volta is proudly delighted with his new instrument, and im-

pressed with fts potentialities. His paper.(1782) entitled "On the



Method of Rendering Ver
cial Electricity" open

4

Rsible the Weakest Natural or Artifi-
h almost prophetic statement:

,"It will be,readily alloWed, that.an_apparatds capable
of rendering perceptitile, or, as it' were, of Magnify-.

ing the smallest, and otberWise unobsarvaole degree
of natural as well as artificial el)ectricity, is of
the greatest advantage to the science of elec,tricity..."

Fifteen years later, Volta's own work will fully vindicate this
judgement. But there are some more immediate - if more modest -

rewards and successes. The new technique has already been put to
good use in verifying 1What had for some tiiie been affirmed by some
(and doubted by others) that strong signs of atmospheric electri-
city accompany the appearance of the Aurora Borealis (Northern
Lights). Then in 1782, when Volta's first travels abroad take him
to Paris, he demonstrates his technique to the eminent French
scientist-savants Lavoisier and Laplace and with them demonstrates
that a separation of electricity accompanies the 'familiar process
of evaporation (of water).

Volta has established his reputation as a master of elec-
tricity. Ho has attained his place as a man of the world, of
science.
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III. Galvani's Announcement

By 1790 Volta has been working with electricity, natural
and artificial, and demonstrating his power to unravel its subtle
manifestations for some 20 years. For the past few years he has
also been engaged with his second major interest - chemistry, in
particular with the chemistry of gases - a subject very much in
vogue at the time. His skill, experience and virtuosity are un-
questioned - but are there achievements to match? It is as if he
awaits some real challenge to his powers. In 1792 the challenge
comes:and Volta moves swiftly to meet it. There is no doubt about
the immediate stimulus that started Volta on the intense, unremit-
ting decade of experimentation whose climax was the invention of
the pile. It was the receipt from his colleague Galvani of a re.
markable account of experiments and observations on the electri-
cal stimulation of dissected animals - in particular frogs.

Luigi Aloysii Galvani (1737-1798) was born in Bologna,
studied medlcine in the university there, became professor of
anatomy in 1762, and married Lucia Galeazzi, the daughter of his
own anatomy teacher, Dominico Galeazzi, the distinguished
president of the Academy of Science of Bologna. With deep
family roots in, and intimate cultural attachment to his native
city, Galvani spent his whole life there, practicing medicine,
studying and teaching anatomy, and quietly pursuing, and some-

.

times publishing his anatomical researches in the local "commentarri"
of the local Academy.

I 4

1 There was nothing surprising in the subject of Galvani's
researches. Speculation and inquiry into the nature of the
relationship betWeen muscular response and nervous stimu-
lation was long standing; and the rapid growt11 of electrical know-
ledge in the mid-18th century soon drew atteqtion to the "subtle"
electric fluid as a naturally attractive camlidate for the equally
-subtle (and elusive) fluid which was presumed to be required to
propagate messages along the nerve channels. Italian experimental
philosozhers were amongst the first to explore this field. Tommasso
Laghi in the 1750's at Bologna, where Galvani was a medical student,
Beccaria at Turin and later Felice Fontana at Florence had all ex-'

perimented with the electrical stimulation of particular organs of
living and dead animals, and speculated on the role of electricity
in normal nerve-muscle responses. Galvani himself had acquired an
electrical machine as early as 1780. And it is clear, from his un-
published papers, that he had been pursuing his investigations of
the electrical stimulation of dissected frogs for many years before
he published his remarkable findings in 1791. What was sensational



in Galvani's publication was his demonstration, apparently, of
the exact role played by electricity in the animal nerve-muscle
system - and the implications of his discovery, if true, for the
physiology and medicine of his day. But what immediately struck
Volta was the revelation by Galvani of electricity in a wholly
new guise.

Galvani's wide experience was in anatomy and physiology,
and although he worked with electricity the subject was for him
rather alien - even mysterious. His electrical terminology was
unsophisticated , even for his day and he made no pretentions
to conceal his limited understanding of what he regarded,as the
field of "natural philosophy". When in his characteristically
modest manner, he attilbutes some of his more surprising dis-
coveries to "chance" or "good fortune" he maybe doing less than
justice to honest, perceptive observation and painstaking efforts.
But that his physiological experiments should open the way to
major discoveries in electricity itself, was if not wholly "acci-
dental", certainly wholly absent from Galvani's intentions. His
purpose was to elucidate physiology. Not surprising he termed
his discovery "Animal Electricity".

Galvani's long memoir (He calls it brief, which is under-
standable enough when one remembers the many years of work,it rep-
resents!).was written years after many of the experiments were
made, but there is no reason to doubt his statement that it is an

...accurate account of the discoveries in the same
order of circumstances that chance and fortune in
part brought to me, ,and diligence and attentiveness
in part rewarded,"

especially since he goes on to admit that he will

...occasionally add inferences, conjecture and hy-
pothesis to the account of the experiment with the
primary purpose of paving the way for the undertak-
ing of new experiments."

It is hard to believe otherwise than in this long sequence of ex-
periments, ideas for their interpretation grew, were formed and
reformed as the work progressed, and guides] and inspired their



'continuation. In preparing a consecutive account retrospectively

it wuld have been more-than human for Galvani, even though his

conclusions are presented as tentative, not to introduce the occa-

sional suggestion, emphasis or reordering that might make the

argument more convincing.

The base from which Galvani set out was familiar enough:

the study of muscular mofion produced by artificial electricity.

His first surprise was the "chance" observation that electrical
stimulation could occur even .where there was apparently no con-

ducting path between the source of electrical disturbance - the

accidental discharge of a nearby electrical machine, and the ani-
\ mal under examination - a special,prepared frog whose crural

\ nerves were in contact with the probing scapel. But the stimulus

was in some way electrical; if the scapel had a bone (non-conduct-\

ing) rather than a metal (conducting) handle there were no Muscular,

convulsions. From "chance" observatiop Galvani soon turns to de-

liberate experiment, whose purpose is clear: to examine under just

what conditions this remote, or at least indirecc, electrically

correlated stimulus arises. Electrical conducting wires of various

lengths are attached to the spinal column of the creature (or what

remains of it), the electrical machine is removed from the proximity

to a distance, the wires are covered with wax, the "prepared frog" -

as it is euphemistically called - is sealed in a special glass .

container, which in turn is enclosed in other sealed containers,

which are even partially evacuated: all precautions to ensure no

electrical contact,,even "through the layer of air". But though no

electricity enters the frog, nothing prevents the muscular convul-

sions when the machine sparks. In Galvani's electrical repertoire

real electricity must mean electricity that enters, via a conductor.

Here then there must be a new sort of electricity; "electridity that

becomes activated through a spark" - some intrinsic source of elec-,

tricity, perhaps, which is triggered off in some way or other - who

knows? - by the external'electrical disturbance. For Galvani, the

physiologist, action-at-a-distance is alien; but some strange, un-

discovered internal animal response would be no novelty in principle.

Animals are still full of unfathomed mysteries.

The frog is not unique: other animals whole and decapitated,

warm and cold blooded are put to the same test. The anatomical

preparation necessary for success varies; but basically the response

is the same .
Another logical continuation,of the experiments: if



remote "artificial"electricityworks, what can natural electricity -

the electricity of the atmosphere, in the clouds, in thunderstorms

.

(which is even more remote) - do? The prepared frog - either

placed in open air or sealed in the special glass container - is

taken;to the top of the house, a long wire is fastened to the

spine; another reaches down to the water in a deep well. Expec-

tations are confirmed:

"As we hoped, the result completely paralleled that in

the experiment with artificial electricity; whenever

lightning flashed all the muscles.immediately fell into

numerous violent convulsions."

But even greater surprises were in store for Galvani; a reward for

his patience, and eventually for his impatience. The muscular

contractions occured

...not only when lightning flashed, but evem at times'

when the sky was quiet and serene."

He surmises, at first,

...that these contractions had their origin in changes

which occur during,the day in the electricity of the

atmosphere...", and so he "...began diligently to in-

vestigate the effect of these atmospheric changes on -the

muscular movements." --

The outcome of this. diligence is best described in Galvani's own .

words:

"Therefore at different hours and for a span of many

days I observed the animals which were appropriately

arranged for this purpose, but scarcely any. motion

was evident in their muscles. 1 finally became tired

of waiting in vain and began to press and squeeze the

brass hooks which penetrated the spinal cord against

the iron railing. I hoped to see whether muscular

contractions were excited by this technique and whether

they revealed any change or alteration related to the

electrical state of the atmosphere. As a matter of
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fact, I did observe frequent contractions.but they
had no relation to the changes in the electrical .

state of the atmosphere.

"Now since I had observed these contractions
only in the open air and had not yet carried out
the experiment elsewhere, I was on the point bf
postulating that such contractions result from at-
mospheric electricity slawly insinuating itself in
the animal, accumulating-there, and then being 'rap-
idly Aischarged when the hook comes in contact with
the iton railing. For in experimenting, it is easy
to be deceived and to think we have seen and detect-
ed things which we wlsh to see and detect.

"But,when I brought the animal into a closed room,
. placed it on an iron plate, and began to press the

haok which was fastened in the spinal cord aginst
the plate, behold!, the same contractions and move-
ments occurred as before. I immediatelyrepeated
the experiment in different places with different
metals and at different hours of the*eday. The re-
sults were the same except that the contractions
varied with the metals used; that is, they were more
violent with some and weaker with others. Then it
occurred to me to experiment with other substances
that were either non-conductors or very poor conduc-
tors of electricity, like glass, gum, resin, stones,
and dry wood. Nothing of the kind happened and no
muscular contractions or movements were evident..
There results surprised us greatly and led us to
suspect that the electricity was inherent in'the

animal itself."



this is the climax of Galvani's work. All possible sources
of ,external electricity', artificial or natural have now been elim-
inated; yet the.excitation of the muscular contractions persists!
Soke,internal, animal agency - surely electrical in nature? - must
be responsible. Logically it is an extraordinary sequence. , One
starts with electrically administered convulsive shocks; one pro-
ceeds to observe convulsions with electricity remote - playing
some indirect (?) role; the external electrical stimulus is further
removed, finally it is eliminated altogether, and all that is left
is the metallic connection between nerve and muscle. Yet now the
animal response is interpreted not as a consequence of action of
electricity, but as evidence for the presence of electricity:
Animal,Electricity: To be sure the metallic connections, as good
electrical conductors,might hint at electricity, but what else
might not metals imply?

Bare logic does not explain how an idea,-.is-born and nourish-
ed in the sequence of experiments. Galvani started out, cle'arly
enough, even if accidentally, with electricity. Each successive
experiment confirmed, or at leas't was fully consistent with the
essential, if obscure, electrical nature of the phenomena. The
notion becomes entrenched; hypothesis takes on a progrei-sively more'
specific form; it is a new brain child and as it grows it becomes /
progressively more appealing to its parent; finally the child be-
comes the parent of the mar). If the conjectured eleptricity is
sufficient to explain the new phenomena, why look elsewhere for an
explanation. If internal animal electricity can be triggered. by an
external spark - why not by some other stimulus, such as the metal-
lic connection. And now consciously 'or not, Galvani can find
support for his theory from still further experiments; and with
his wide knowledge of anatomy he can cast it in a more explicit
form.

No long wires in the "deep well", no railings at the top
of the house, no lightning. All can be demopstrated on the dis-
secting table with simple short lengths of wlire. Nerve convulsions
are now pi:oduced easily simply by two wires - of different metals -
making contact with each,other at one end; and at the other,one ,

with the crural nerve and the otiw.r with the muscle. Two different
metals are essential; some pairs are more effective than others.
Silver or copper with iron, he finds best. \Plausible enough
because;

-14-



"...to our way of thinking, silver is the best of all
metals for conducting animal electricity."

To complete this theory of animal electricity, Galvani
would like to trace it to ita actual seat Despite his assiduous
efforts he has to confess that

"...this prdblem, which would not be sufficiently
defined by experiment, must be left to conjecture."

The conjectu:e is an appealing one. For electricity to flow there
must first be some electrical imbalance; and then, if the accumu-
lated electricitids, of opposite sign, are preSented with a con-
ducting path, a current can flow, and electrical equilibrium is
restored. To Galvani, his innumerable experiments provide evidence
for "...the coursing of electricity from muscles to nerves", or
vice-versa. And does not the layered structure of the muscle vivid-
ly suggest an analogy with the Leyden jar, the already famous in-
strument for storing electricity? And equally what could be more
suited to the passage of electricity than the moist, nervous fila-
ment, so appropriately encased by its oily sheath to prevent the
dissipation of electricity? All the external metal-arc has to do
is to complete the path from the two sides of the muscle, via the
nerve. The electrical circuit is complete; one can overlook the
gaps in the logic!

As Galvani moves from experiment to theorising the haziness
of his electrical notions becomes all too evident. In what more
subtle ways than by direct injection - wayslwhich Galvani could not
perceive - might not electrical disturbance be excited: As
Volta would later comment: Galvani was far more mystified than he
need have been by the original "chance" observation. But if Galvani
had known more, and been puzzled 'less, what motive would he have had
for years of perservering probing? There would have been no mystery
to unravel! And no discovery to make! No matter what path led him
there,he did discover the remarkable phenomenon of the muscular
convulsions produced by the Si-metallic arc. And if he felt his
theory of animal electricity to be an "extremely convincing hypo-
thesis", he declared his readiness to abandon it

should the learned scholars contradict, or dis-
coveries of natural philosophers and new experiments
...bring forward another that is more suitable."

Here was a clear invitation, even a challenge; and "natural phil-
. osopher" Volta, the master of Electricity, lost no time in accepting

it.



IV. Volta's Response to Galvani's Discoveries
. t

The world of frogs and nerves and muscles, the anatomy of
animals dead and alive, wtiole or dissected, was to Ale'ssandro
Volta a wholly unfamiliar one. During the decade when Luigi
Galvani was devotedly teaching and quietly persuing his physiolog-
ical "researches at Bologna,.Volta at Pavia was employing Illis mas-
tery of electrical techniques to extend his stientific a6tivity into
many branches of physics and chemistry, and corredponding with a
growing circle of leading scientists. Periodically he made grand
tours of the leading European centers. His reputation grewapace ;
in 1791 he, was elected Fellow of the Royal Society of London. But

his skill, his knowledge4and,his accomplishments notwithstanding,
his discoveries were hardly sensational. It was as if his latent
powers awaited a really major challenge. In 1792, it came - from
an unexpected quarter and in a mott surprising form - Galvani's

animal electricity: But whatever its origin, electricity in any

shape or form was Volta's business. A new source or sort of elec-.
tricity, as Galvani believed he had discovered, whether from rubbing,

machines, thunderclouds, the atmosphere or fro the inside of every
creature, could not fail to command his attenti n. And not simply
to learn and argue about it; but to examine.it - and with it the

fi-1

imals, nerves, muscles - with his oWn hands and eyes. For Volt

4/
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here is only,one sure path to knowledge - experiment: now he must

enter Galvani's domain with all its dissections, dismemberings and

decapitations.

He does so-without reservatiOn or delay. Within weeks of
receiving Galvani's memoir he is experimenting with .frogs, chickens,

rabbits, li7ards, salamanders - indeed with every species he can

lay hand or scapel on. First he must check Galvani's observationi--

which he soon confirms. And the facts were convincing enough to'

lead Volta - guided no doubt brGalvani's persuasive arguments -

to the same conclusion as his older,and respected colleague. Here

indeed is a remarkable new souvce of electricity, stored within the

animal. The metallic connection discharges the electricity in the

muscle via the nervous filament. It can be observed even in killed
animals, even in parts thereof - as long as some "vital force" re-

.

mains therein. Volta is all admiration for this splendid 'new dis-

covery, and high praise for its discoverer:, his colleague and fellow-

countryman. To be sure, there have been many spurious claims and

theories about "animal electricity", which in the past Volta\him-
self has strenuously repudiated; there has been no shortages of un-

supported sumases that electri'city is somehow relaed to the nervous



or vital fluids; but this new discovery of Galvani's is a demonstra-
tion of animal electricity of a different order: "Who now can doubt
its existence?" Its discovery opens' up "a new epoch in physics
and medicine."

But simply to follow Galuani is not.enough. Volta, the
superb electrician, cannot.remain in awed perplexity at thenysteries
of electr,icity: .he must explore its source and trace its p4h - with
his own instruments. Already in Aprir1792, in a letter to Dr..
Baronio , he is not only relating his confirmation of Galvani's
discoveries, but reformulating Galvani's theory more precisely on
the basis of his own observations and measuiements. He has.measured
this new animal electricity; compared its quantity with the famil7,
iar artificial electricity that produces shocks and cqnvulsions
when administered to whole, living creatures. Galvani's electricity
is, astonishingly,very much weaker; bui more than that, there i no
qualitative difference, Volta asserts, between.the two. He can .

trace a whole sequence of phenomena, from the large quantity re-
quired to excite convulsions when applied from head to foot of a
living frog; the'smallet quantity (about 1/20th) sufficient for a
decapitated frog with electricity.applied between the limbs and a
needle inserted in the spine; and the minute amount - only detect-
able with the most sensitive electrometer - when applied to the
"prepared frog" 1 la Galvai. And when external electricity is
appli.ed with carefully contriyed metallic contact to nerve, so little
sufficies that it can be detected only by Volta's own micro-electo-
meter: The reason for this greatly enhanced sensitivity is also
clear to tr61ta: it is because the passage o'f the electric fluid , to
and from the muscle, is concentrated along the sensitive nerve. It
is precisely because of this cOnce6tration that Galvani's "prepared
frog" is sensitive enough to.dispjay, in the vigorous muscular
contractions, 'the passage of the very weak animal electricity. By .

comparing the discharge of a veryweakly charged Leyden jar in both
directions from the nerve to muscle, Volta is even able to con-
vince himself that he has discovered in which direction the animal
electricity flows in the Galvanic metal arc! But,this, it turns out,
is one of the few instances in which Volta is to retract one of his
own experimental findings.

, There is no physical mystery for Volta, as there was for
Calvani in his original obsentations, in muscular convulsions pro-
duced by a remote electrical disturbance, without any direct con-
ducting path. Volta's understanding of electricity tells him that
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electrical disturbances can readily be "induced" without contact,
and though these may be smallersthan those directly administered,
has he not shown that only a minute quantity of electricity sue-
fices to excite the "prepared" frog? Electrically, everything is
consistent; it is a question of how Ole electricipy - artificial
or animal, external flT internal - m4kes its passagh.through3the flesh,
blood, tissues, muscles and nerve. To explore this Volta must
,pu§h deeper into the realm of physiology and anatomy_l Within a
few months Volta seems at 'home in this new domain; he is as dis-
passionately dissecting his frogs and chickens and sheep, as for-
merl); he discharged his Leyden jars. His further eicperiments
confirm the "irrefutable investigations" of "our. Galvani". Any
doubts he may have had seem to be dissipated: "eow rhm converted",
he decleares (May 1792), "I've seen for myself; I have myself made
these wonderful experiments, and perhaps gone frorrha disbeliever
to a fanatic." But,not for long:

The occasion is an address to the University of Pavia, mark-
ing some academic promotion. It gives Volta an opportunity to
review the whole subject of animal.electricity - old claims as well/
as the new discoveries. Galvani's inborn animal electriciO°4&5A1
accepted as a reality; but there has been no let-up in Volta's in-
cessant experimentation. iAore animals have been subject to test:
bipeds an&quadrupeds, hoi and cold-blooded, dogs, cats, mice,
pigeons, reptiles'and fish: .IncreasinglyAthe questins become
anatomical and physiological as well as physical. how long efter
"death" does the "vital-force", evidenced by the muscular responses,
surVive? Is the manner of death significant? What differences are
there between`hot and cold-blooded animals? What is the relation-
ship between the electrically induced muscular contractions arid those
produced by actiotr of the will? And how does the new electri/city
compare with the well-attested powerful electricity of the electric
fish and the electric eels? To answer these questions Volta turns
his attention to the"quality, quantity and form" of the new electricity.
It is weak electricity, far weaker than the violerit form of the
electric fishes; just as atmospheric electrcity is a much milder
form thin lightning. And this mild form of animal electricity seems
to play a role in the animal economy generally. When the muscle
responds to an act of the will, (or to some accidental cause or
illness) the electrical equilibrium is disturbed, and the subsequent
flow is directed to some special member of muscle. Artificial elec-
tricity, externally applied, can likewise disturb the electrical
equilibrium. And now, as Galvani's discoveries show, there seems to
Nbe another possible, way. Might not the provision of an additional
external path :.-for the flow of electricity urged by the inner electri-

cal. t riving" , be the cause of electrical dist:urbance ; or the means whereby an

9
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intrinsic electrical stress is'more rapidly restored to equqibrium'?
Volta, no less.than Galvani, knows that a simple metallic con-
ductor, or even a conductor comprising two metals (no specials attenw.

tion is paid at this tilme to this feature!0); cannot excite
electricity', it can onty transmit it. The source must be internal;
but it is, as Volta now sees it, a remarkable example of a much
wider Phenomenon, and indeed a clear.demonstration, at last, of the
essential plological rple of'electricity.

' .

If Volta in this first survey departed only just.perceptibly
frem Galvani'b ideas, essentially in the(direction of generalising
them,there are already hints that these are not final conclusions.
Even as he sets down his views'in writirnl, an incessant stream
of new observationvand experiments are beginning to unsettle tkle
whole picture. indeed in a second memoir, dated ,only days After
the' Pavia address, VolUlopens up the basic questions to reexamination,
and adduces important.new esults. He begins remorselessly to part
company with Galvani.

.1- Pursuing his aim of measuring the new 'electricity add trac-
ing its path *more accurately, Volta cpstructs a littlp special
a paratus in which a frog, or some part of it, may be electrically

ated and electricity applied unambiguously between rm. points of
. the animal. Now he begins to see in Galvani's prepared frog a most

sensitive detector of electricity, far more sensitive than any other,
even Volta's own most refined icstrumenes. An "animal electrometer" .,
he calls it, as in fact Galvani had on an earlier occasion. Soon
he perceives that this ext-eme sensitivety depends on the localisa-
tion, perhaps concentra-* nolf electricity in the nerve:- the reaction)eli
of the muscle seems to'be an indirect one, controlled it seems by
the nerves connected ta it. Why then, may not the nerve-muscle rela-
tion be the normal physiological one - as in any voluntary nerve-
muscle system? Here is' a different generalization; more specific,
perhaps, than Galvani's (and his own) universal electricity, hut an
equally appealing on(2, and certainly one which fits all the facts:

Once accepted, Volta writes, he is "compelled" to follow a new
line of investigation. Electricity can be applied to the nerve it-
self - in fact to two points separated by only a very small distance
and indeed lively convulsions of the muscle are produced. It is
quite unnecessary to make connection to the muscle at all. To be
sure application of electricity to muscle directly als.) stimulates
contractions; but surely this can be attributed to the invariable



presence of some nerve filaments within the muscle tissue. And
this is consistent with the observation that the electric charge
necessary in this,case is much larger than when application is
made directly and exclusively to the exposed nerve. TM: -.ew role
for animal ele9tricity is much more restricted than the,c.riginal
interpretation - as the "nerve juice", the "life spirit" which,
moving along the nerve to the muscles,excites this direcdy. Nc-w

the electricity simply excites the nerve: how the nerve coiltrolq the
macle is still a mystery. Galvani's discovery leaves this mystery
just where it was - in the domain of physiology and medicine. "How
nice it all was" - to have had such a grand and general theory -
"but it was not firmly grounded in experiment." This new interpre-
tation does tiRt, Volta insists,.Kob Galvani of his "wonderful
discovery of animal electricity,.."whose ...value will remain
forever perfectly unassailable.t' But-with this debt cknowledged
Volta is free to pursue his own interpreehtion, and t ; press on
with new experiments.

If the muscular convulsiorA,are excited by transmission of
electricity through the nerve itself - and even between a minute
part of it, remote from the muscle, with the muscle now removed
as a possible reservoir of electricity, without, indeed, any plau
sible internal source of electricity at all, where can one look
for this electricity but outside the frog?, (Like Galvani before
him, Volta having begun with electrical stimuli continues to asso-
ciate aLl muscular responses with electricity) even after all
explicit sources have gone!) Maybe in the bi-metallic are.?
Why are two dissimilar metals necessary? This is not easy to under-
stand, Volta confeSses, but it is a fact, confirmed by experiment.
Soon there are many more experimental facts..

If electricity acts on the nerve, if the reaction of the
muscle is secondary and incidental (physiological rather than
electrical), what happens if a nerve not associated with a muscle
is stimulated? To answer this question Volta turris to èxperimenr
on his own person. Two metallic strips - one tin,one silver - are
applied to neighhoring points on -the tip of the tongue. When the
opposite end:i of the metal are bought in, contact, there is a dis-
tinct acid sL'nsation on the Lotifue; but no movement is stimujated,
Th: nervcs here, Volta argues are related not to movement, but the
sensation of taste. (Volta is, so he asserts later, unaware at this
time, that 4imilar ohservatiors had been made by the Swiss natti-ral
philosopher Johann Sulzer some 40 fears earlier.) To confirm this
interpretation, Volta experients with a tongue severed from a



freshly,slaughtered lamb. When thebi-metallic arc is applied to

the area at the roo,of the tongue, where the nerves controlling

tongue movement are located,, he observes - as expected - muscular

.

contractt,ons of the tongue! It is the excitation of the nerve that

is crucial; and "the effect of excited nerve always follows its

natural function."

This is Volta's new princtple'- his first real break with

Galvani - and he promtly puts it to exhaustive tests. More species

are examined - snakes, worms eels; and different metals in numerous

pairing combinations - zinc, lead, iron, copper, gold, platinum and

mercury. Both animals and metals are classified: the former in

respect of their nerve-:muscle systems, the latter in regard to their

mutual powers of exciting the nerves. Literally thousands of ex-

periments ("mille experiences") are made. All are in accord with

the new viewpoint. Where there is no natural "nerve" control of the

muscle(as, for example, *with the intestines, the stomach or the

heart),correspondingly there is no response to the bimetallic stim-.

ulus. Equally, when the stimulus is applied directry to the nerve,

whether it be a whole animal, a severed limb, or even a small,piece

of these, the response is invariably elicited° Moreover, some\

metallic pairs seem mpre effective than others, and this in all cases.

Whether passive or noi, the metals seem to be acting as something

more than simple, pasive conductors. But what is still not clear;

or Volta is still not ready to commit himself. Having abandoned

Galvani's "grand hypothesis", he has, he declares.now "laid aside

indefinite, speculative ideas." He will

, "...restrict himself to direct expehmental results

and applications thereof. This is the way I have follow-

,
ed up to now; and which I will not depart from in future

publications."
.

This resolute avowal of his intentions to eschew specula-

tion and pursue experiment --may have been honest enough, but the

influence of hypothesis could notbe,norwas,so simply put aside.

What experiments would be chosen? With what questions in mind?

Volta was soon criticising Galvani's experimentation - and not

simply his conclusions - for having "run in too narrow a circle" ;

for havitv), in essence, been restricted to those which seemed to

confirm, or conform to, his theory;



"Had he varied his research more, as I have done,

so he would also have noticed that this double

contact of nerve and muscle...was by no means

always necessary."

Indeed Volta's more varied and electrically more sophisti-

cated experimentation had already loosened the grip which Galvani's

conclusions had had on his own viewpoint. He was free to examine

the situation in wider perspective. Quickly his minds eye fixed .

in a new direction. It is a View wholly opposite to Galvani's.

If the electricity of the muscle can no longer be asserted;

if only the nerve, and even only a minute piece of the nerve is

involved in the stimulation of convulsions, where does the elec-
.,

tricity come from? How implausible to assign its origin at any

or every point on the nerve: Perhaps there is no animal electri-

city at all; the source of the electricity is outside - in Galvani's

bi-metallic arc!

Already in early summer (1792) he mentions in a letter to

the Abate Tommaselli, that he believes he has "discovered", a

11new and unsuspeced virtue of metals" (and possibly of all con-

ductors), that they do not act simply as passive conductors

(".cOnduttori parfetti") but also as motors of electricity ("motori

de'll elettricitA"). By August he is expounding his new views at

great length. All his "mille experiences", and many new extensions

and variations are now presented as clearly illustrating and con-

firming his new principle: "not a law of animal electricity, but a

law of common electricity." A month or two later (September/October

1792) he reviews the whole subject again, in letters to his friend

Tiberius Cavallo in London: First a full refutation of Galvani's

nerve-muscle electricity; then a detailed exposition of his new

theory; and now wittnew compelling evidence, which,if it doesn't

completely dispose of Galvani's animal electricity, it makes it

completely. unnecessary. Amongst the new experiments is one which

Volta will return to timeand again,an "experimentium crucis" whose/

.verdict is clearly pro-Volta, and contra-Galvani. It is a beau-

tifully simple demonstration; it invokes only thv most general

principles of symmetry; the conclusions seem inegcapable, A pre-

pared frog is laid with the crural-nerveonapieceof metal, A (say

silver), one limb on a similar metal B, and the other one on

a different metal (zinc), C. Now when a conducting metallic arc

is connectekj across A and C there are pronounced convulsions; but



when the same arc is connected across A and B, none. Thus the
convulsions are produced by an external asMmetry (silver-zinc),
as in the first case; but not by an internal asymmetry (nerve.
muscle) as in the second

S;IVer
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In all cases, as,other experiments with frogs, tongue, etc. show,
it.is the dissimilarity of the external metals, even if these do
not both make direct contact with tissue, that stimulate a response.

Volta was earlier led to thinking along these lines, when
he asks in his letter to Tommaselli , how it comes about that two
metals are necessary, if the essential function of the metallic
arc is,according to Galvani., to restore an electrical dis-equil-
ibrium generated inside the animal? Would not, in this case, a
symmetrical conductor be just as effective? Now he has the answer:
the muscular response is not an indication of the restoration of
electrical equilibrium', but rather of its disturbance. And the
agent oausing the disturbance is external.: the bi-metallic arc.

ye,

Meanwhile experiments continue with undiminished vigour.
More animals are subject to test: cows, tortoises, snakes, crayfish,
beetles, butterflies', earthwotms, slugs and oysters. In addition to
the stimulation of the tongue, thete is experimenting with the eye.
To drive home,a point Volta sets up in one anti the same circuit a
bi-metallic arc, and contacts with a prepared frog, his tongue and
his eyes - all in series - and observes simultaneous responses ,from
all when the two metals are brought into contact: Yet now attention
is turning from the variety and response of the animal species, to
the variety and power of the different metals. Volta is returning
to physics - to the origin and nature of the new electricity. The
physiological responses - which are after all responses to electri-
city,not generators of it - he can"leave "to the physiologists and
the doctors." He is fully Convinced by his new theory; thousands
of experimenCs confirm it. Now he must inform his learned colleagues
of his new findings and convert them to his new views. "In letters
to leading electrician Van Marum 2 in Holland, to his colleagues
in Italy, he ardently expounds the same thesis he hasput to Tommaselli
and Cavallo. For the followers of Galvani, his attack on their
theory 'is now relentless. Volta has, he insists, no wish to detract



from his colleague the glory of his great discovery, but as for

,its interpretation

..,the whole edifice is in ruins. The materials
remain - the fine discoveries, which if not now,
certainly soon, will provide the foundation for a

new edifice!"

Attack, not surprisingly, provokes counterattack:

the debate turns into a battle between partisans. Galvani's

nephew, Aldini, introduces new ammunition: muscular contractions

have been observed by E. Valli of Pisa and others, with only a

single metal in the conducting arc; and even with conducting paths

of moist materials which comprise no metals at all. Volta's reply

ta patient and reasonable, but unrelenting. He admits that in his

thesis of a bi-metallic arc, perhaps "he went too far, and must

now retract or qualify" that statement. This would not be to aban-

don his principle but to generalise it. Any asymmetry in the con-

ductors may suffice to excite convulsions: even two different wet

conductors, as the Abb. Felice Fontana had already shown. As

for the single metal , who can be sure that both ends of the metpl-

lic arc are identical in composition, in hardness, roughness, tjanper-

,ature, etc? But better than any verbal argument is the evidence of

experimenL Volta repeats the experiments of his critics with .

thorough scrutiny. To be sure convulsions are to be obtained; but

in contrast to those stimulated by the hi-metallic arc, they are

weak and the specimens and the conductors neveclean - homogeneity

of the conductors far from being scrupulously ensured is carelessly

ignored. How different from the "truly wonderful discoveries of...

the worth profes.sor of Bologna" are these new experiments, which

serve only to bolster "empty ideas, useless and groundless", to

make "a dark, vague idea, even darker."

Ironically as the rift between Galvani and Volta deepened,

the'scientific separation of their theories narrowed. If external

heterogeneous substances, even fluid conductors, could excite elec-

tricity and stimulate convulsions, how could one be sure that such

circuits co.lild not possibly occur within. the nerve and tissue of

the organism, and that their,disturbance, by an external conductor

might not then activate the muscle? Volta's experiments gave a

clear disproof of Galvani's nerve-muscle theory, but this was a

different matter from asserting the'entire absence of animal

electricity.
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. But Volta is no longer defending his own interpretation
of Galvani's discovery;* it is his own new discovery that he is pro-
pounding. To establish and maintain his claim, it is imperative
that it be clearly and distinctly different from Galvani's. Re-
conciliation with Galvani may,be possible, but not at the price
of merging his own ideas with Galvani's'. From now on there is a
new drive in Volta's work: to move as far from Galvani's animal
electricity as is possible. That his new electricity can explain
Galvani's discoveries, must not be confused with itbeing only
such an explanation. In fact to Volta, his new principle, is of
far greater generality: frog-responses and the like are but a
special case. Galvani's theory can be dismissed not only as un-
justifiable but unnecessary. Why, except through obstinacy, should
anyone want two theories (Galvani's and Volta's) when one (Volta's)
suffices? To advance his own ideas Volta still yields to the temp-
tation to attack Volta's: his own victory means Galvani's defeat.
In due course through endless experiments and remorseless arguments,
his views prevail. His discoveries bring him honor and renown: in
1795, the highest award of the time, the Copley medal of the Royal
Society is conferred on him; the citation is unequivocal in its
praise:

"The experiments of Prol.. Galvani, until commented upon
by Prof. Volta, had,too much astonished, and perhaps, in
some degree perplexeld many of the learned in'various. parts
of Europe. To Prof. Volta was reserved the merit of
bringing his countryman's experiments to the test of
sound reasoning and accurate investigation; he has ex-
plained them to Dr. Galvani himself and to the whole of
Europe, with infinite acuteness of judgment and solidity
of argument; and through the medium of the Philosophical
Transactions he has taught us, that the various phenomena
which presented themselves under the modifications of Dr.
Galvani's experiments hitherto tried, are wholly owing to
the excessive irritability of the nerves when subjected to
the actions of portions of the electric fluid, too minute
to be discovered, even by theidelicate electrometer of our
ingenious brother, Mr. Bennet' of Worksworth; and he has
detected in.the metals, which Dr. Calvani considered as
mere agents in.conducting his animal electricity, that '

very existing principle which the Doctor and his follow-
ers had overlooked."

The battle between the vigorous unrelenting Volta and the
gentle, retiring Galvani had been an unequal one. The scientific
controversy apart, personal misfortunes had overtaken Galvani: the
death of his, beloved Lucia, his failing health and political per-

*The inventor of the gold-leaf electrometer, which, when supplement-
ed with Volta's condellsor to make it more sensitive, plays an im-
portant role in Volta s later researches.
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secution.' Refusal-to accomodate hivself to the Napoleonic order
had cost him his professorship at Bologna; and although this was

..g/*

restored in 1798, a few months later Galvani died - defeated and
dispirited.

. Volta's New Electricity

Although the victory over:the Galvanists' seemed decisive,
Volta's own theory of bi-metallic electricity was by no means -

unassailable. As long as detection of this new electrical power
was inextricably involved with animals and all their vagaries and
complexities, Volta could never enjoy full confidence in the in-
dependence add identity of his own discovery, To free himself
entirely from this possibly subordinate association with Galvanim,
the.task for Volta is to demonstrate, by entirely physical means,
the reality of his new electricity. This would place his discovery
beyond doubt and confusion; the comp,lete vindication of his position.
But how can he dispense with the prepared frog - that most sensitive,
"animal", electrometer which has proved so indispensible in the dis-
coVery of his new _electricity? He must return tc physics, examine
his new electricity ds thoroughly as possible, understand its
nature, and then exploit his mastery of electrical technique to dem-
onstrate its independent reality.

Early in 1793 Volta had arrived at a provisional formula.tion
of his new electrical principles. The new electricity is generated
at the contact between two dissimilar metals, or as later generalised
at the boundary between any two different conductors. This contact
causes the electric fluid to flow "...in large quantities, but
quite gently..,if the electrical equilibrium is disturbed a circu-
lation ensues."

Unlike the familiar momentary electrical discharge, for ex-
ample of the Leyden jar, this circulation continues indefinitely,
without restoring equilibrium: witness the continued muscular con-
tractions which are maintained as long as the bi-metallic arc is
held in place. For this to be possible there must, of course, be
a closed electrical circuit, so that no counter-pressure of electri-
city is built up. Yet this circuit cannot be comprised entirely of
metallic conductors, since then there would be several bi-metallic.
contacts whose combined effects would cancel. This is obviously so
for two 'metals, (a), where the force at contact AB is exactly op-
posed by BA,

(a) (b)

But even with three metals, (b), the Illotive force at AB, Volta
postulaics, is just cancelled by that at BC and CA. How then is
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'continuous`circulation of this bi-met4lic electricity possible?
Volta's answer is simple: the force at the contact between a
metal - a class I.conductor, as he terms it - and a wet, or class
II, conductor is much smaller than that between two metals. Thus
in a circuit comprising two class I conductors and one class II,
continuous circulatIon of electricity is possible,(c); the motive

(c)

c=DIchtssi% c=25: Class 71

(d) (e) (f)
fcrce AB is no longer counterbalanced. 'Likewise for any number of
ciass.I and one (or more) class II conductors; e.g. (d), (e), (f).

Now the significance of the prepared frog is completely
clear. Not only does it provide a most sensitive de-tector, not only
does its particular form ensure that the flow of electricity is
concentrdEed on the responsive nerve; it also provides the.electricall:
"passive" class II conductor which completes the electrical circuit.

NoW if metals are, as Volta conceives them, active "moteurs
d'electricit6" it should be possible to arrange them in a hierarchy,
so that for any pair of metaLs one higher in the hierarchy'has a
greater motive power than one lower; and their relative ranks will
determine the net power, and the direction of flow of electricity.
Volta goes further: he postulates that the het power of the contact
AB is equal to'the sum of the contacts,
for example of AX, XY, YZ, ZW, WB; i.e.

1447'as far as the overall power is concerned
the metals intermediate in the circuit
play no role, or, expressed another way

Y I

1 (
if we Octure thc hierarchy of the metals
as a ladder, and the power of a contact
represented by the vertical spacing be-
tween its components, then the theorem
clearly follows.

The test of this hypothesis, and to some degree its genesis,
is the demonstration that the ranking of the metals is the same
no matter what animal- or physiological response - prepared frog,
Volta's tongue, grasshopper or del - is used to "measure" the bi-
metallic power. The experiments arc now still further multiplied;
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not only a variety Of animals, butwith the whole range of avail-

able metals in every possible combination. By early 1794 (letter

to Vassalli) Volta has already drawn up a hierarchy of some dozen

metals; with zinc and tin at the top and silver and mercury at

the bottom, All the evidence indicates that by and large the

order in the hierarchy is the same no matter what the physiological

test. It represents truly physical characterization of the Metals.

Why metals behave in this way is a problem of a different order;

but to Volta the facts speak for themselves:

"This facultY whereby metals no longer may be re.;

garded as simple conductors, but as true motors of

electricity is now proved in such a variety of ways,

and springs to the.eye in all my research, that it

would be futile to entertain any doubts, eVen though

it is hard to conceive. But when a fact, or a gen-

'eral law of phenomena is certain, and all particular
facts conform to it; it is not neCessary to know how."

Anyway who really knows how the old ordinary electricity (of rub-

bing) arises? Is it not "just because the facts are so fdMiliar

that .one does not bother to fathom the cause?" (1792)

Not only was the origin of his new electricity a mystery,

but Volta was also still undecided as to the exact location of it

source. There were two possibilities: either metals acted diredtIy,

one on the other; or the motive force was a combined effect of the

metals and the wet-conductors in contact with it at each end. In

either case each metal could be characterized by specific power;

sinc(Y, at least approximately, all class II conductors were equiva-

lently "passive" in themselves. Formally then both "themies" were

equally consistent with all the facts. But there were other factors,

in addition to experiment, to influence Volta's decision. Galvani's

discoveries had excited the widupread interest: Volta was not

alone in exploring the new phenomena; and others saw matters through

different eyes and drew different conclusions. His fellow-contry-

man Fabbroni, professor of chemistry at Florence, had drawn atten-

tion to the many parallels between chemical interaction and Galvan-

ism: the Galvanic phenomena - and especially the Sulzer type exper-

iments - were always accompanied by chemical action; perhaps they

were esscntailly chemical in origin? Th.e spirited young Johannes

Ritter, at Jena, produced even more convincing evidence. Experi-

menting with frogs he showed that the order of metals, as in Volta's

hierarchy, corresponded to its chemical affinity with oxygen: For

Ritter, chemistry lay at the basis of both Volta's electricity and

Galvanism!

3
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Here for Volta was a new challenge. .COuld it be that the
prize that he had wrested from the Galvanists he was now in turn
to lose to the chemists: But again 'Volta,the master electrician,
rises to the occasion. In his correspondence of 1794 and 1795 we
already see him emphasising the role of metals, and though he still
has, no experimental proof of his new electricity which entirely
dispermes with.animals, let alone all wet conductors, he leaves
no doubt abodt his own convictions. His task is to 'Convince others.
Volta. well knows that in a purely metallic circuit no continuous
circulation of electricity is possible; but if metals really act
as "motors", then in the simple contact of two different metals,
some electricity will be urged from one to the other.- until the
counter pressure built up stops the flow. On separation, the odo
metals should be slightly electrified, the one with excess (posi-
tive) and the other with the corresponding deficit (negative)' of
electric fluid. Could this small disturbance of electrical equil-
,ibrium be detected? No one was better qualified than Volta to

\,, detect such a weak electricity - if it were true. Had he not
more than a dozen years earlier invented his "microelectrometer"
for just such a task? In the meantime Volta's condensing technique
had been developed, by William Nicholson, into an instrument which,
by cyclially repeating the "condensing" process,could magnify, at
least theoretically, to an arbitrary degree any. original electrifi-
cation.. The test is soon made: both with and without the presence
of the wet conductor, the experiments are successful. Electrifica-

.

tion is produced by "mere contact", without animals, and even with-
out moist conductors: Moreover the new technique provides Volta .

with a new "experimentum crucis"; when silver and tin are used as
the two metals, one sign of electricity is produced; when the roles
of'the metals are interchanged the sign is rever9ed. In his letters
to Van Marum in Holland and Gren in Halle, in 1796, he announces
the new proof of his metallic electricity and details of innumerable
experimental variations. Yet the evidence is still not wholly sat-
isfactory. Nicholson's multiplier is not an easy instrument to use:
it all too readily magnifies any stray electricity that happens to
be around, and this often confuses the evidence It is not,to most,
a familiar instrument, whose operation is direct, simple, well-
understood and trusted. Evidence obtained with it may be suspect:
there should be a more ditect irresistable proof of the new elec-
tricity that no one can question. Volta finds it; and demonstrates
his unrivalled mastery of the electrical art!

If mere contact between two metals,at one or two points, leads
to detectable charging, will not, Volta asks, the effect be magnified



if contact is made oyèr a large area? ,Is not this just the prin-

ciple he exploited in his electrophorus and the condensing elec-

troscope? And might not this already enhanced electricity be

further magnified,by the multiplying technique used in the elec-

trophorus-Leyden jar experiment. In this way he might even cause

the electrometer leaves to fully diverge; he might even produce
sparks- the true hallmarks of electricity. .And all this with clean,

dry metals. By early 1797 he has mastered the technique. With

two dissimilar metals,such as zinc and tin,metallic oi contact-

electricity can be demonstrated directly by

...experiments that are all-the more clear And

decisive in that they are simple. For these

experiments one needs nothing more than plates

. of different metals, as described, a Bennet elec-

troscope with the finest gold teaves...a small
Leyden jar and a small condensor..."

The simplest experiment - and it would be hard to imagine alunda-
mental experiment that is any simpler - iS to take two flat smooth

plates, carefully polished and.dry, one of silver, the other 'of

zinc

...placed in the most precise possible contact, and

from this position separated bris14y and perpendicu-

larly."

On separation both plates are electrified (as shown by the sensi-

tive electroscope), the silver positively and the zinc negatively.

Here at last is direct and incontravertible
evidence of the reality of metallic electricity:

Sti.va electrification of dissimilar metals by simple

contact. Not only the sign but also the degree

of electrification can be measured; and by

21/Vc
purely electrical techniques. For if, after
separation,the charge on one or the other metal

plate is deposited in a Leyden jar, ehe process

can be repeated, until sufficient charge is

accumulated to be easily detectable on an elec-

troscope; or , in favorable eases (very disSimilar metals), for the

Leyden to give a small spark on discharge. By simply counting the

number of contacts and separations required to produce a specified

effect,. the strength of the bi-metallic force can be measured for



any pair of metald. 'No frogs, no animals, no tongue, not even

the wet conductorsi clean, dry, contact electricity, meaiureoble

with the familsiar tools of ordinary electricity.

Now Volta can check at the bi-metallic power aE roughly

'measured by the Galvanic4le fect, is indeed the same as determined

witii his new technique. The hierarchy of the 'metals is confirm-

ed. It is not only independent of the particular sepsation or

response: it'is independent of all animals whatsoever. With his

new technique he.can explore further into the nature of this new

electric power. To confirm his ideas he must make the new elec-

tricity come and go at his command. Bywarying the mode of making

and breaking the contact or by changing the smoothness of the

surfaces, the degree of electrification Can be drastically and

predictably altered, All doubt,is removed.

Nor had Volta any doubts that his new contact,"bi-metallic",

electricity was one and the same whether observed with.animate,or

inanimate apparatus, whether Wet or dry. Of course there were

secondary differences: in some cases there was a closed circuit and

continuous%circulation; in others only a momentary disturbance of

the electrical equilibrium, a small accumulation, and then no more

electricity flowed. In some,cases the flow was concentrated - in

others spread widely. The new techniques offer scope for infinite

experimenbal variations and allsobservations confirm the essential

principles, that:

"The two metal plates behave simultaneouslyas motors
of electricity by virtue of their mutual contact, and

as condensors of electricity because they present to

each other a large surface, which results in their

opposite electricities being counterbalanced."

Exactly as in Volta's condensing electroscope of nearly 20 years

Ato! And yet.only six years earlier (1791) Galvani had listed in

his famous memoir, as one of the essential differences of the new

(animal) from the old (ordinary) eleetricities:

...the lack...of even the smallest deflection in

any electrometer so far invented..."

The Pile

From. a purely sciLt-ific point of view the climax of Voltas

work is surely his recognition and unambiguous d monstration'of

electrification by simple contact. Yet this fundamental discovery
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was not the\achievement which brought him greatest fame in his

own lifetime, which had the most dramatic effect on his contem-

poraries, or hich had the greatest impact on the subsequent

development:of science. This was the discovery, or invention,

of the Voltaic ile. For Volta the pile was the next,.and last,

step in a long Struggle; but for the world of science it was

the beginning of a new epoch. We have seen how eager Volta always

was.to enhance the intensity of his new electricity to the point

where it produced the irrefutable 11911marks of ordinary electri-

city. He had eventually just mapAgbd to accomplish this, but

striking though the demonstrati6n was, it could hardly match the

spectacle of a powerful electrical machine delivering a contin-

uous succession of lively sparks. Volta's new technique was arcane.,

and tedious - only after 50,100,or more successive contacts, al-

ternatively charging and discharging, could he.muster sufficient

electricity to produce a tiny spark. It was a remarkable new

electricity all right, but how feeble and vulgarly undramatic.

But Volta himself knew that there was an ample flow of electricity;

and that with Wet conductors the f,low was continuous. If only he

could magnify the intensity, as h had in the contact experiment,

without sacrificing the continuous flow. This was the problem that

he cdnfronted in the final years, from 1797-1799, and we can guess

what must have been his reasoning.
7.

It was no use simply adding, one after the other, simple,

dry bi-metallie coqtacts, n a continuous chain:
-

There would be as many contacts A4B in one direction as B-OIN in

the opposite scuse the net result - nil. It would be no better if

each metal pair amp were.connected to the next by some other

metal, C;

since his own principle taught him that the contact power

would be just counterbalanced by tilo + 411D . But jf instead

of 'a metallic link 0, a relatively impotent wet conductor was used:

4014110-ww, -- GIP -

would not the cum tativepowers of the A-13 contacts prevail, and

even add together to a much larger electrical force? Moreover the, ,

whole chain could be closed by a wet, class 11 conductornd a

continuous citculation would also be possible.



.
The solut on was incredibly simple: all one had to do was

literally pile orb e element on another in correct sequegce - almost

ad infinitum. This basically is Volta's pile: the simple instruc-

tions are given in Volta's own words:

"Thirty, 40, 60 or more pieces of copper, or better,

Silver, applied,each to a _piece of Tin (or Zinc
which is better)" and as many strata of water or a6r

other liquid, such as salt-water, ley, etc. or pieces

of paste-board, skin,.etc., well soaked in these

liquids. Scuh strata interposed between every pair

or combination, of the two different metals in an

alternate series4 and always in the same order of these

three kirids of conductors...re all Chat is necessary

to produce my new instrument.

Having all the pieces ready in a good state..0
the metallic discs very clean and dry, and the

non-metallic ones well moistene&01I have nothihg

to do but to arrange them, a matter exceedingly

simple and easy."

Even for Volta, afterAll his earlier successes, this final pri-

umph is unbelievably simple.

It is 1800, some 30 years AT.ter he started out on his llong

jouyney. .He has arrived at his final destination - his elatidn is

unconcealed. He must/ convey the news to the world. His claim to

his new,prontact elogiricity can no longer he disputed; the very

title of his announcement asserts its filality:,"On the Electricity

Excited by the Mere Contact of Conducting Substances of Different

Kinds".

In its liZ1V form', his electric generator is fully a match for

the old clectricity:'it can deliver all the familiar sparks and

shocks and electroscopic movements. MoreoVOT it can do so contin-

uously - a steady stream of electricity in contrast to the old

intermittent supply. His old dream - the "perpctuum mobile" of

electricity is realized. What does it matter ie he cannot explain

how his now electricity works? The pile speaks for itself - it

worksq



"This endless circulation of the electric fluid,
this perpetual motion may appear paradoxical, and
even inexplicable, but it is no less true and
real: and you my feel it, as I may say, with
your hands."

Not only is Volta's success indisputable; it is indisput-

ably his own. In his elucidation of Galvanism the honors were
shared with its first discoverer, in his discovery of dry,contact
electricity the effects were subtle, and perhaps gontrovertial;
but in his new invention - the combination of,.and climax to all

his earlier work - the demonstration of his own contribution.is .
unequivocal and striking. The pile is an immediate and dramatic
success. Easy to construct and unmistakable in its potency, Voltaic
piles of all sizes and shapes are assembled in all the leading
scientific centers; within days or weeks they are put to use, and

speedily open up.whole new vistas of electrical phenomenon. In-

1800 the era 'of the new Voltaie electricity began, and the study

and application of electricity is transformed.

It was difficult to argue with-success on this scale. But

the success of the pile notwithstanding, the notfon of any "perpetuum
mobile" - of electricity or anything else - was not one easily

swallowed by many of Volta's contemporaries. It. was a discredited

notion from an archaic past:, But for Volta himself there,was no
doubt. of the essential identity of his dry contact electricity and

the electrical drawing force in the pile - and all that this i- -

dentitv implied. This had been the constant drivingiforce and

guide in his own work,,justified now by resounding success, so

that now he has

...no need, and this is not the place to bring for-
ward profs of such an endless circulation of electric
fluid...This proposition, which I advanced in my first

researches and discoveries on the subject of Galvanism
and always maintained by supporting it with new facts

and experiments, will, l'hope, meet with no opposers,"

AmiC.st the cries of acclaim, the voice of opposition found itself

hard to be heaxd; but they were not silent. They-could - and did -

express skepticism; but there was no unity in the opposition, no

clear alternative to Volta's "proposition". It would take many

decades - indeed more than a century in development of science -

before the relationship h'etween Volta's contact electricity and

41
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the ip;orkings of the pile could be satisfactoril* understood. In
the v.,antime those who confuted Volta's theory of the pile could
only be perplexed by, or remain silent abOt,Volta's very real
discovery of true dry contact electricity.

Tronically neither the discovery of \ontact electricity -

which il-..spir(!d Volta, nor the invention of the multi-element pile r

tdbiel claimed the attention of the world, represented the essence
of what transformed the science of electricity. Thi's was the dis-
:;ov;ry of the Voltaic cell as the means of genera;ing a large sus-
tained flow of electricity - without, necessarily, large electric
te,Istons. Eor this dry bi-metallic contact was useless, and
the multi-el,ment-pile unnecessary. One or two elements, af
sur±icient area - something like the original frog stimulatOrs on
a m ob larger scale - would have, and later did, suffice. But for
the rww electricity to claim recognition its identity with (and
even ;uperiority to) the old had first-to be demonstrated. Volta
had te create an instrument which exhibited both the tensions of
the ();2, as well Ei5 the clirrents of the new, electricity, before
the r.i.Uty And poLentialities of the latter could be clearly
percel;.A And, perhaps, there was another reason - for Volta
himself 7or Vo'ta, wedded to the contact principle,the simplest
"circuit." for delivering current was not, as we picture it today,
two metali; A and B in a bath of fluid, (a); but

Clan mc6.4

(a)

two (A,B) metals in dry contact and a circuit closed by a wet con-
ductor - hardly the mo6t convenient supplier of current. The
simplest cell on Voltaic principles would be rather like two ele-
ments, driven by a single dry contact (A,B) . Indeed for many years
the followers of Volta constructed their cells or piles along these
lines: the simplest cell was the multi-cellular pile in embryo!

Volta, though he lived until 1827; never weakened in his faith
in his cont_act electricity. But after 1800 he soon withdrew from
the controversy he created, and which long survived him. Nor did
he participate actively in the innumerable investigations that his
own di:-;coverie,; made possible. Acclaimed, honored, and bemedalled
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by his countrymen, his colleagues and by no less an admirer than
Napoleon Bonaparte, he soon retired to a life of elder statesman
and dignified domesticity. To have witnessed the discovery of
the full significance of his contact electricity he would haveto have
lived a century longer. But had he lived only a few years more
he would have seen some dramatic turns in his argument with Galvani:
the discovery of true animal electricity, which, if not exactly
of the sort Galvani pictured, wasgenerated within and accompanied all

nervous activity. It was a discovery made possible by the great
developments in electrical science,and teohnique which Volta's own
achievements had initiated! And Volta himself, for all his stren-
uous efforts to establish the independence of his own discoveries
from those of Galvani's, never wholly severed the umbilical cord
that attached them to their nascent beginnings. Even in his great .

hour of triumph, in his announcement of 1800, for all his insistence
on pure-contact electricity, it is to the electric fish and its
animal electricity that he looks for an analogy tq his pile. It

might even be dressed up with skin and head and tail to "have a
pretty good resemblance to the4e1ectric eel". Either the electric
eel is a natural version of the pile, or the pile may be regarded
as an "artificial electric organ"! Volta seems willing to share
the honors with his deceased colleague, Galvani.

History has vindicated both; and revealed the mistakes of
both. Neither, Volta nor Galvani possessed a chart of.the territory
they set out to explore. Nor indeed could either, when each reach-
ed what he believed to be his destination , turn around and survey
the whole new terrain. The explorer beats out his own path, and
forms the picture of the new territory from what he Learnspirsroute.
It is tho:x who come afterwards who map out and occupy the/new
domain; and in the process discard, and even obliterate, the path
of the pioneer.
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Notes/on Volta's Use of Multipliers

. and the Condensing Electroscope

I. Spurious Char'es

A recurrent difficulty confronts Volta, and anyone who

seeks to repeat his experiments to .establish the reality of

his "contact" or, "bimetallic" electricity. It.is the appearance

of spurious electrical effects which can seriously mask, or

masquerade as, the "real" phenomena he is seeking. Basically

this is due to the very small (fractions-of one volt) potential-

differences between the separated charges in true "contact"

electrification; and the need, consequently, to magnify their

effects greatly to render these "visible"1: For Volta, in his

time, ahd to convince his peers, a 'proof" of the reality of

his new electricity demanded a demonstration of the typical

signs of 'ordinary' (i.e. 'frictional) ele,ctricity: shocks and

sparks, or at least some movement in an (electrostatic)

electroscope. Electric sparks typically require potential- -

differences. of thousands of volts, - even though the quantity

of charge may be quite small (micro-coulombs or less). A

typical pith-ball or gold-leaf electroscope of the period

required a potential-difference of hundreds of volts for a

sensible deflection; although here again the charge could be

extremely small .10
-9

coulombs).

*
A rough general measure of the potency of an electrical
phenomena is provided by its enersw: i.e., thp product, QV, of
charge and potential-difference. When some basic electrical
process separatesa significant amount of charge, the
potential-difference can be enhanced by slibsequent separation,
in which mechanical energy is of course supplied.
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The multtpiicaiion techniques Volta uses on different

occasions are of,three sorts:

i) Increase in thd.spacing,, and hence in the potential-

difference of some separated charges. This is the principle of

the condensing-electroscope (cf. p.8 ).

ii) "Multiplication" of the small separated charges by

repeated induction and mechanical separation. This is the:

principle of the Nicholson, and other multipliers (cf. p.29 ).

It is also, of course, the basis of the electrophorous which

Volta had earli,er, developed.

iii) Repetition of the primary charge-separation process

itself, fol..owed by transfer of (one of) the separated charges

to a condenser of sufficient capacity that only moderate

potential-differences are produced. When the process has been

repeated sufficiently often the energy stored in the condenser

may be sufficient to be detected (e.g. by shock); or, after

separating the condenser (i.e., after reducing the capacity),

the voltage may be sufficient for electroscopic detection (cf.

p.30 ), or the production of sparks.

In each c.ase, the greater the effective "magnification", the

greater the danger that some spurious charge is also magnified

to the point where its effects are manifest.

Examples

i) Shocks. A large condensere (C) is(,charged7(ici) weakly

(p.d. = q/C is a few volts). Dischargil -, through the body

will give no appreciable shock (the currev. is too small). If

instead the pltes are first separated, the potential (with
Crespect to 'ground') of each plate will be -

CC

q , (here c is



the capacity of each plate to 'ground'); i.e., a 'magnification'

of , which in practice may be several hundreds, is attained.

If now either plate is discharged thtough the body the shock

may be perceptible. The charge passing through the body.

is no greater than in the previous case ( in fact it is

approximately one-half), but the instantaneous current is much

higher.

When this procedure is used to detect or measure charges

accumulated aL low potential-diffetences, it is imperative that

the condenser be thoroughly discharged initially. The usual

procedure of shorting the two sides, eithermetallically or

through the body, may not be adequate, especially when the

dielectric of the condenser is a. good insulator. A small

surface charge on this dielectric will, as is easily,seen,

result in a charzinR of the plate when the two are metallically

connected and then isolated. (This is the principle of the

electrophorus: ) Evep if there is no net charge, any residual

polarization of the dielectric will likewise lead to spurious

charging. Generally speaking, the better the insulator, the

harder it is to remove completely these residual charges and/or

polarization. It is not, then, surprising to ,find that Volta

refers repeatedly to the great care that must be exercised to

remove all traces of electricity initially. One method he uses

to achieve this is to make the dielectric (for example, of his

condensing electroscope) a poor insulator or "semi-conductOr",

for example, marble. But there are problems with this simple

solution: if the insulation is too poor, it may not be possible
O..... eft

to maintain the charge separation for sufficient time to

complete the ob;;ervations. Ideally one would like a condenser

which would store eleciricity for about 5 to 10 minutes, -

sufficiently short to permit proper initial discharging, and



sufficiently long to enable one to make typical measurements.

ii) afalls. Similar considerations apply here. To

observe a spark of, say, a few millimeters in air, one needs

potential difference of the order of 10 kv. ; the quantity

of charge is of secondary importance. It'may be quite small,

say.one-tenth micro-coulomb,'but since a spark-discharge is

extremely rapid ( 10
-9

sec.), the instantaneous current may

be quite large - tens of amperes. Even very small residual

charges may then, if the potential magnification is large

enough, give rise to detectable sparks. (Common induction

machines start with minute residual charges and by multiplying

by induction produce sparks of 50 or 100 kv.)

iii) Electrosco ic Measurements. Stray charges can be

most troublesome here, where the detection sensitivity is,

typically, made as high as possible. (Potential-differences
-10

down to 100 v., charges as small as 10 coulombs
*
.)

When the electroscope is used with a separable condenser,

as for example in Volta's condensing electroscope, tt is

imperative that it be initially Charge free. This can and

should be checked by shorting the 040 plates with the condenser

closed, and checking for absence of detectable charge when the

condenser is opened. An asymmetry between the plates, as in

(a), (see next page), coupled with some stray charge on the

dielectric surface (or residual polarization) will, inevitably,

create spurious charging. A symmetrical arrangement, as in (b) ,

The charge on an isolated sphere, 1 cm. radius, with a
potential-difference of 100 v. with respect to surroundings.



(a) (b)

Cj less likely to produce stray charges, or to redistribute

charge when the plates are 'shorted'.

Notice that the metal plates of the condenser should be

of the same material - otherwise there will almays be soNe

small charge ("contact potential-difference") in the condenser

when the plates are shorted.

Quite generally, any rubbing, pressing, striking, sliding,

etc. etc., is liable to produc6 small surface or polarization

charges. "Grounding" with one's hands (especially if dry) is

as likely to generate charge as remove it! Volta refers to his

own troubles with these residual charges on numerous occasions.

In one context he mentions placing the multiplier out in the

sun for days as a means of removing the traces of charge.

(Perhaps it was.ionization, due to sunlight, that provided the

mechanism for removing the surface charges?)



II. Sensitivit of the Condensing Electroscope

, In any electroscope, of given construction, a certain

daflection of the leaf (needle, etc.) is produced by a specific

charge on the insulated part (i.e., the leaves together with

the supporting stem, and the plate or knob). In so far as the

geometry (and hence the capacity ) of this section, with respect

to the 'grounded' case and the environment is fixed, a specified

charge results in a definite potential-difference between this

insulated part and the case, or 'ground'.

If now, with the, charge on the electroscope fixed, a

grounded conductor is brought near the plate, and its capacity

to ground thereby increased, the potential-difference, and

likewise the deflection of the leaf, decreases.' More physically,,

on the approach of the grounded conductor, charge of the opposite

sign is induced in it, and at the same time there is a

redistribution of charge in the insulated part of the .

electroscope - in fact, charge is drawn away from the leaf and

stem and the repulsive forces thereby reduced.

If one neglects the sNmall change in capacity due to the

movement of the leaf , and one assumes that the pattern of the

electrical forces inside the electroscope proper is independent

of what goes on outside, then a specified charge on the leaf +

stem implies a specific potential-difference between insulated

and grounded parts of the electroscope: the two quantities are

simply proportional to each other. The electroscope itself may,

Thete must, in principle, be some change in the capacity -
otherwise the,leaf would not move! Here we are considering
the effect of external bodies, and we could imagine the
electroscope always used with a constant deflection!



therefore, be regarded a6 either a charge-measuring or a

potential-difference meastiring devicd. Representing by S
Q,

(deflection per unit chargO\the.charge sensitivity, and by

S (deflection per unit pote\htial-difference) the potential-
V

difference sensitivity, then for the electroscope itself:

SQ = S
V

C

Here C is the total capacity between insulated and grounded

parts, assumed independent of leaf-position.

Consider now the electroscope modified by the presence of

some grounded body. If the total capacity is changed externally,

then with the assumptions mentioned, s
V

is not changed, but

S
Q

is ; so that the new relationship is

S
Q

' = S
V

/ C'

where C' is the new total capacity. Inceasing C, e.g. by

introducing the grounded plate of the condensing electroscope,

wAth a fixed charge on the electroscope, will result in a

decrease of the deflection, 9 ( = SQ Q ); and conversely.

Notice that no matter under what circumstances charge is
.

communicated to the insulated part, it is the final state of

the electroscope and the charge on it which determines its final

deflection; and its intrinsic sensitivity is then always

characterized by S . There are essentially two ways in which
V

the multiplying electroscope may be used. Volta exploits both.

(a) To explore the potential-diffcrences of 'wet' "contact

electricity", i.e., the "e.m.f." of a 'wet cell' (cf. p. 29 ).

Here, (assuming the condenscr plates are of the same metal), the



'cell' establishe's a potential difference of V i

(a) (b)

so that the total capacity C' may be charged by an amount

C' V by momentary, contact with the cell. Then, isolating the

electroscope, i.e. removing the grounded condenser plate, the

charge remains\ the same but the new capacity is C . The
CI

deflection is now: S
Q

c' v = s v . I.e., we
V C

have effectively increased the voltage sensitivity by the ratio
C'

which may be very large (Volta asserts that he used values
C '

of this ratio up to several hundred).

(b) To explore the charges induced on two dry metals.

(cf. pp.30-31 ) brought into contact and then separated. The

condenser now plays an essentially different role. Here, with

each contact of the two metals, by whatev.er the mechanism, a



0

certain separation of charge -Q is effected. We must assume

that each plate is untharged before contact, and therefore all

the charpe produced by phe previous contact has been removed.

The condenser - whether as part of the condensing electroscope

or as a separate condenser, now enables the metal plate, after

each contact, to be mare-or-less completely discharged: Since,

if the condenser capacity C' is large, its potential-difference

will change by only (approximately) Q / C' each time, and by

only n Q / C' for the whole sequence of n contacts.

Provided this potential-difference is small Compared with the

potential-difference acquired by the plate on separation after

each contact, essentially all the charge from tho repeated

contacts will be 'dumped' into the condensing electroscope. Its

deflection before the gondenser plate is removed W3.11 be small

( n Q / CI is, deliberately, a small potential-difference),

but on removal of the condenser plate, the potential increase in
C'

the ratio , i.e., to a value The deflection is now

S . This is independent of C', the capacity of the
V C

multiplying condenser! This is As it Should be, because the

purpose of the condenser here was simply to ensure that all the

contact-charges ended Up on the electroscope. And the final

deflection of the electroscope, with the grounded condenser

plate removed, depends onty on the magnitude of the charge

transferred to it, and its intrinsic sensitivity.

Practically then, in case (a), a very large multipl,icatiom
C'

ratio ( ) is necessary to observe the small potential-

differences produced by a single cell. In case (b), however,

this ratio need only be sufficiently large to keep the potential

small during the charging process. And since spurious charges

are likely to be more troublesome the larger the multiplying

factor, it is better to work with moderate ratios.



C'In addition to the ratio -e- , the aptual values of C and

C' are not insignificant, and should be chosen judiciously. In

%observing potential-differences (case (a) ), the char e acquired

is proportional to the capacity of the ,(condensing) ele troscope,

so that quite large plates max be used. In (b), however, it is
40.c

the size (and materials) of the contactinG metal plates that

Tietermines the charge,transferred to the electroscope, so that

the (intrinsic) capacity of this latter should be kept small for

maximum sensitivity.

In any event, these properties of the multiplying condenser

should be carefully examineCin-the context of the particular

electroscope and insulating materials eMployed. Instruments

must be thoroUghly uderstoqd before they can be trusted and

explpited successfully to discover new, and especially unexpected

phenomena, as Volta's experience emphatically teaches.

4.
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V. Laboratory Notes

Volta's triumphant attack on Galvanism is intimately
and ineluctably related to his earlier.experience with elec-
tricity. An appreciation of his later successes is hardly
possible without some familiarity with the electrical phen-
omena he had studied and the techniques he had already
developed and mastered. These, then, provide a fitting
prelude to an investigation of "Voltaic Electricity".

In any realistic representation of Volta's (not to men-
tion Galvani's!) inquiries, it would hardly be meaningful .to .

proceed directly to the physical investigations of Galvanism,
etc., omitting the physiological experiments entirely. How-
ever experiments with dissected frogs, etc. 'have not been
included, for reasons which pay easily be imagined. Physio-
logical phenomena are represented by some of the simpler exPeri-'
ments with tongue, taste, etc., i.e. Volta's fuller exploration
of the phenomena first observed by Sulzer.

The suggested order of experiments, whose sequence is
sketched in outline below, is then,:

A. Electrophorus, Condensing Electroscope, Examination
of Weak Electrification

B. Physiological Experiments

C. Metallic-Contact Electricity

D. Construction and Properties of the Voltaic Pile

E. An Illustration of "Animal Electricity"

A. Electrn bnrus Action

A simple demonstrable electrophorus of some 4" to 6"
'Idiameter, with which the electrification of the different parts
can be explored, is most suitable (see p. 63 for details).

1. Examine electrification of the plate (a) when the
base is "grounded" permanently, (b) when isolated, and
the electrophorus is used in the normal ("correct")
way; piate and base are connected together (by
hand) before separation. This test is now repeated but
without the womentary connection of plate and base.



A
Tests could be made of the ability Uf the electrophorus
to yield charges repeatedly, without further rubbing.

2. The electrophorus is charged, by rubbing, and the
eleCtrification of the separate parts is exdmined, both
before and after operation. Examine (experimentally)
the relationship between the charge on the plate and
that on the insulator.

3. Sometimes a noticeable shock (or spark) is exper-
ienced when plate and base are connected (by hand);
sometimes not. The conditions for the absence or pre-
sence of this effect should be explored.

4. How long does the electrophorus retain its power?
This may be tested (a)*with the plate in position, and
.(b) with the plate removed. How can the electrophorus
be discharged, quickly?

Condensing
e

Simple apparatus required; Small Leyden jar; metal discs
'fitted with insulated handles,'sheets of insulator, electro-
scope fitted with separable condenser.

1. Charge a,small Leyden jar weakly; so that it does
not produce visible (or audible) sparks. (A strongly
charged jar may be partially discharged to achieve this
result.) Now connect, momentarily, (use a wire with an
insulated handle), the inner knob of the jar with the

upper plate of the sep-
arable condenser. Re-
move this upper plate (by
the insulated handle)
and examine its state of
electrification. Change
the separation of the
plates of the condenser
by introducing various
sheets of insulation (glass
dry cardboard, lucite, etc.;

and repeat me experiment.

2, Charge the condenser by means of a slowly operated
electric machine. Remove the contacts, and separate the



condenser. Examine
the upper plate for
electrification. Cam-
pire.this with the
direct electrification
of the upper plate

t . (supported on a large
insulating block of
material or suspended
by an insulating

thread ) under similar circumstances.

3. Charge the insulated plate of the condensing electro=
scope (with upper plate removed), so that there is a
moderate deflection of the electroscope. Slowly bring
the grounded upper plate towards the insulated one.
Observe and explain the change in the electroscope de-
flection: (Notice that the electroscope stem,the leaf
and the plate connected to it are ingulated, so that no
charge can leave or enter. Check this by removing the
grounded plate!) What differences are there if the'Tre-
viously grounded cover plate is also insulated? C6v6r
the insulated plate with an additional sheet of insula-
ting material, and repeat the above observations. In
what sense is this experiment the Converse of A.2?

4. Using the condensing electroscope (which is simply
an electroscope combined with the separable condenser),
or a separate electroscope and condenser, examine various
rubbed materials for signs of weak electrification.
Examine particular large objects (why is this important?),
eg0 a large insulated metal sphere rubbed lightly by hand,
or a Leyden jar that hw, apparently, been "completely"
discharged.

5. Charge the "plate" of the electrophorus moderately.
Test its charge with an electroscope Place the plate

tlat (a) on a poorly insulating
surface (ordinary wooden table-top
usually suitable) for a few seconds.
Re-examine the plate for charge.
Now repeat the experiment, but this,
time rest the plate on its side (b).
This experiment may be tried with
different table-top materials.

Compare your o..qn experiments and observations with those of



Volta (c.f. pp. 7, 8 ; and§ 24-27 and 35-43, in Voltals

Paper, Rcf.V.3).

B. EX eriments with Ph siological Detectors

.1. Sulzer's Observation:.

Two strips of dissimilar metals, make cori-

tact at one end; the other ends make con-

tact with the tip of the tongue. ObservP

the effects with various pairs of metals -

zinc, copper, silver, tin, iron, etc.

Make up a "matrix" showing semi-quantita-

tively the magnitude of the' effeCt for

different pairs. Is there any discoverable

effect with like metals?

2. Volta's Modifications of Sulzer's Experiment:

(i) Place a strip of tin or zinc in con-

tact with the tip of the tongue; touch this

with a silver "spoon"; bring the other

end of 'the spoon in contact with the

tongue furttiler back. Then reverse the

roles of the silver and the tin/zinc.

(ii) Instead of direct contact between

silver and tin, make contact to .the tongue

through a beaker of'water (or some aqueous

solution).

(iii) Compare the effects in the follow-

ing two cases:

(a) Silver and tin strips both

in contact with the tongue and

each (separately) dip into water.

(b) The connection between the

tongue and the silver and tin strips

is made by the same metal (0.g.

copper strips)

6



iv

(b)

(iv) Place a zinc cup on a clean
copper plate. Make contact between
the water (or solution) in the cup
and the tongue with acopper wire:
Then make contact with Omoist)
hand and the copper plate. Examine
various modifications: changing
and interchanging metals.

(v) Make contact between tongue
and water (in glass beaker).

Place a zinc strip in the beaker and make
contact between zinc and a silver strip
held in a moist hand.

Two or more people can perform an extended
-version of this, and also the previous
experiment. One person makes contact, via
tongue, with the liquid, the other holds
the silver. The two join (moist) hands.

Attempt to identify the essential condi-
tions for producing the:characteristic
sensation in the tongue. Is there more
than one reóognizable sensation? How
does the sensation depend on the duration
of contact? Is a "closed circuit" neces-
sary? If so, identify it in each case.
Does breaking the circuit produce effects
comparable to closing it? Do the responses
differ with different parts of the tongue
touched?

With the moist lip in contact with the rim of a
copper (zinc, tin, ect.) cup, make con-
tact between the tip of the tongue and
the aqueous solution in the cup. Compare
the sensation with those in B.2. Can the
physical phenomena in the two sorts of
experiments be related? (The phenomena
here are familiar as a metallic taste of
an (aqueous) liquid when drunk directly
from a metal container.)

(vi)



3. One end of a thin strip of tin is placed (care-

fully!) near the (moist) corner of 'the eye. A strip
of copper (or silver) is held between
the lips. The free ends of the two
mtallic strips are brought into memen-
tary contact. Are the sensations of
both sight and taste stimulated? Are

they simultaneous? In all the above
expertments, different metals and their
permutations mar be tried. In all cases
where thereqs bi-metullic contact, the
effect of inserting a third, different
metal, e.g. ETEC-4gINEF replaced.by:.

., can be examined.

zinc tin silver

C. Metallic Contact Electricity

1. Plates of different metals, with carefully smoothed,

flat, clean surfaces and fitted with insulated hands

are'used. (Avoid any damage to the surfaces. Clean

them with soft,'sli.Dhtly moist cloth, if necessary.)
Pairs of.plAtes can
be brought in close
contact (some slight

GA.
cohesion will be felt)
and then briskly separ-

2.1
ated. Firmly support
and ground one plate.
Bring another plate of
different metal into
contact with it, then
remove. Now bring the

(upper) plate into contact with the knob of a small Leyden

jar. Repeat the process several times. Check the Leyden

jar for charge with the electroscope. (Either a simple

or condensing electroscope may be used,) Establish an

adequately sensitive procedure for investigating the

charging quantitative/y.



2. This-same investigation can be made without the
Leyden jar. The condenAing electroscope can serve

as its own Leyden jar. '(Uow?)

With the procedure in C.1 or
C.2, measure the relative degree
of electrification for different
pairs of metals. The result can
be exhibited in tabular form -
or better in a two-dimensional
"matrix". (c.f. B. 1 above)

0110

3. Repeat the "experimentum crucis" of Volta: that
the sign, of electrification (plus = vitreous, or
minus,= resinous) is reversed when the roles of two
metals in contact are interchanged.

A, Examine how the extent of the electrification de-
pends on the closeness of the contact: e.g., if the
contact is made along one edge only; or the separation
is not made "squarely", but so that one point or edge
breaks contact last.

5. What happens when a drop of water is placed on on0
plate, so that on separation the final contact is
through the water?

Compare your findings and interpretations
1,ith Volta's! In what respects are these
experiments, C.1 - C.5, essentially dif-
ferent from B01 - 13.. 4 (and from Volta's
experiments with dissected animals) ?

-56-
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D. The Voltaic Pile

1. One side of a single zinc-copper or zinc-silver
bi-metallic pair is "connected" with the insulated

plate of a condensing

Conch-s./
electroscope by Imeans

of a moist conductor;
the other side is con-

( neeted to the ground via
the (moist) hand and the

) body. Under favorable
conditions the eectri-
fication may be ob'served.
Observe its sign. Re-

verse tbe bi-metallic pair; observe the electrification

and the sign again. Compare this experiment with C.5.

2. Assemble the pile, as described by Volta (c.f.

Ref. v.9 ). Examine how the electric tension de-

pends on the number of elements; and how the sign of

the electr,icity depends on their ordering. Complete

the Voltaic circuit of the pile by means of a poor
conau,:tor, (e,g., your body, or a damp strip of cloth),

and when tl circuit is completed re-examine the elec-

trical properties oi the piie. Use the condensing

clectroscope,)
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jar. A Leyden jar can be charged by contact for a

very Short time - say 1/20 sec. - with the pile. The

shock-discharge of the Leyden jar may then be compared

with th6 sensation from the pile itself.)

5. With a sizeable - at least 20 - ring of cups fill-

ed with ordinary water, observe both the electrometer

response and the physiological effects. Now add a

1itt14,pmmon salt (or vinegar or other solute) to each

cup. Does either of the two effects change? What does

this sugges abou the importance of chemical processes?

E. Other Piles
I. Secondary Pile. Construct a pseudo-pile similar to

Volt:PT-Tut with only one sort o metallic element (e.g.,

copper) and moist pads soaked in brine. Discharge some

electricity (e.g., by means of a normal Voltaic pile or

a large Leyden jar) through this "pseudo-pile". Now ex-

amine its electrical properties. Check,the L_za of any

detectable electricity. Repeat, with the connection to

tO Voltaic Pile (and therefore the direction of the

electric current) reversed. Can these results be inter-

-preted by Volta's theory of the pile?

2_ jiumphrey,Davy's Voltaic Cell or,Pile. ,This is con-

structed with a single typekmetal-

lic element ce.g copper) Ad two

sorts of moist conductor. To keep

the two' moist conductors separate-

ly intact, they,are separated by a

layer of "ordinary" water. Thus:

lig=

5:<,/ V1.1 hto 18.'4
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(Take care handlinthe F;olutions -

especially the nitric acid.)

F. An 1111"nr:Ition of "Ani:1. Elciricitv"

lan,,c i'(..al:er!-; aro filled with ordinary tap water,

coppYr lead I ri each is connected to a sensitive



galvanometer. The water in-the two beakers should be

at the same temperature, the system symetrical as

possible. Loosely closed hand is placed on each

beaker. One or other hand is then clenched tigh4y.

The electrical effects accompanying the muscular

Lion should be systematically detectable. Checks

be made to eStablish as far as possible that nooth

asymmetries are responsible for observed effects.

The experiments A-D are hy no means exhaustive of the sort

Volta 1.,:dt: Minv variations and additions will no doubt suggest

thum.:el,'es in the course of your own investigation.



Apparatus

Most of the "instruments" can.be constructed using
simple artifacts familiar to 6s*, just as Volta used the famil-
iar artifacts of his day! Modern plastics make the problem of
good insulators an easy one to solve; but sometimes they can be
too good! (Great care is sometimes needed to avoid inadvertent
charging of insulators, faslwcially in the use of the condensing
electroscope) In the spirit of Volta's experiment, a great
variety of materials should be available and tested fon their
electrical properties.

(*aluminum foil, scotch tape, colloidal graphite, plastics,
plastic containers, etc. etc.)

1. Electrophorus

This is most simply made from a sha1ew,-44at aluminum
dish, some 6" diameter, in which a plate of lucite (k" thick),
fits snugly. The dish itself is fitted 'on its underside with
another insulating plate of lucite, With this arrangement the
operationscan be studied with the dish either grounded or insu-
lated. If the insulators are shaped so as to provide a short
extension handle, (see Fig. 1, p.63 ) then the c4arges on all the

\tkparts of t ' electrophorus can be examined. The (upper) "plate"
of the electroph-rus i.8 most simply made_from hard-wood painted
with conducting graphite, and then smoothed over (this avoids
sharp, disharging edges), and fitted with a lucite handle.
Electrical connections can be made to t4e small brass knob.

9 e Condom.; er

This can be constructed in a similar manner to the upper
plate ot the electroscope Thc lower surface should be carefully
sandpapered to be quite flat before applying the graphite: The
latter shollld likewise be polished flat and smooth It is then
coated with insulating varnish ( e.g. Crylon):
two coats, the second applied after the first is thoroughly dry.

Alternatively, a brass disc (-6" diameter)ifitted with
a lucite stem and :;round flat nn emery cloth, may be used. In-

.

sulation can be provided either by varnishing, as above, or by
caretullv applyin adjacent strips of scotch tape so as to cover
the whole sutface

With eitiler form of the (insulated) condenser plate, the
v.rounded" plate is siiTly a fl:it shei.t of metal (e g
laid on a flat (conducting..)) tanie Alternatively a flat: wooden



surface, made conducing with graphite-or with a layer of metal
(aluminum) foil.

The insulation of the condenser plate should, of course,
bc tested before use, and periodically thereafter.

3. Leyden Jar

Excellent small Leyden jars (capacity^a100-1000 pf.)
can be made from common plastic bottles: Outside covered,over
lower part, with aluminum foil; central terminal fixed by pass-
ing through cork into water inside the bottle.

4. Electroscope

A simple, robust, well shielded "gold-leaf" electroscope
(roughly equivalent to Volta's straw electroscope) is at the heart
of many experiments. An aluminum-foil leaf-,1" long and 1/8"
wide is tyi,ical. Careful Mounting of the leaf is all important.
A reasonably sensitive electroscope gives an easily observable
deflection for a leaf-potential of to 1 esu. (150-300 v) and
has a capacity of 10 to 20 cm. (charge sensitivity,10 csu or
3 X l0-9 coulomb)

For most of the experiments, and for adaptation as a
condensini,, electroscope, the stem is fitted with a brass plate of

3"-4" 1The whole assembly - leaf, stem, plate and
o insulator - can be mounted on the lid of a scrap "tin-can"

(4" - 6" .diameter X 6" high). Holes are cut away in the sides
of the can to permit viewing and to admit light.

It is prudent to mount the whole electroscope on a solid
block of wood, to provide a firm base (see Fig. 2, p. 64).

5. Dry Contilctim; Metals

Construction depends on materials available, About 12
square inches of flat surface is adequate. The following arrange-
ment has been fICTUHti suitable.

Metals in the form of thin sheets are carefully cemented
onto hard wund blocks (4" X 4" 04") which have been sand-papered
flat. Electrical connection is made by spot-soldering a thin strip
of copper to the inside of the metal sheet before mounting; and
providin a shallow reccss in the wood block in which the copper
strip lie.; The outer surface! of the metal iq vrounded as smooth,

73
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and flat as possible. Use fine emery paper on a flat surface,

An insulating lucite handle is fitted to the uncovered
side of the wood block. This handle can also be used to mount
the metals firmly (one metal is usually grounded). (See Fig. 3,
p.65 ). As many different metals as possible (Cu, Zn, Sn, Fe,
Ag ...) should be assembled in this way.

6, Piles

(a) A multi-element pile can be made very simply from
small postage-stamp-size (1" X 1") discs of Cu and Zn cut from
sheets (about 0.01" thick), and pieces of blotting paper, which
should be slightly smaller (3/4" X 3/4"). The whole can be
mounted within a frame formed by four lucite rods (10" X 14"
diameter) fixed in a wooden (well-varnished!!) base. A top
disc of wood, with four appropriate ho,lesfor the rods, provides
a means of compressing the pile (gently!) and keeping the lucite
rods properly spaced. (Fig, 4, p. 64)

(b) Crown-of-Cua. Simplest arrangement: Each bi-
metallic "eleer comprises a strip of copper and one of zinc
(each about 6" X 1") soldered together to form a compound strip
about 11" long. These elements are then bent into U-shapeu
Small jars or beakers with weak salt solution provide the wet

conductors

Note:
.*MINOMIM

Some of the above items can be bought commercially,
ready made, from the usual suppliers. On the whole we have
found homemade equipment better suited to the experiments described.

Materials:

(a) Varnish for Condensers: Crylon Crystal Clear
Spray (A.301.), BordefL

(b) Graphite: "Dag" dispersion *154.
Acheson Colloids Co.
Pt. Huron, Michigan
(Dilute with alcohol, wood spirits, etc.)

(c) Cement: for metal-wood
Weiwood Contact Cement ifl.07
(Welwood, Michigan)
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